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ABSTRACT

The paper reports computations for Ca@C_{74}, Sr@C_{74} and Ba@C_{74} based on encapsulation into the IPR (isolated pentagon rule) C_{74} cage. Their production abundances are estimated using the competition between low Gibbs-energy terms and saturated metal pressures. The saturated pressures can substantially modulate the yields. The Gibbs-energy based evaluations of the production abundances can be applied generally and thus, the method has a promising prediction potential for fullerene nanoscience.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Although empty C_{74} fullerene [1] is not yet available in solid form, several related endohedral species have been known like Ca@C_{74} [2,3], Sr@C_{74} [4], Ba@C_{74} [5], La@C_{74} [6,8], Eu@C_{74} [9], Yb@C_{74} [10], Sc@C_{71} [11] or Er@C_{71} [12]. In the Yb@C_{74} case, even two isomers were isolated [16] - as there is just one [13] C_{74} cage that obeys the isolated pentagon rule (IPR), namely of D_{3h} symmetry, a non-IPR structure is to be involved [14] (as it is the case with Ca@C_{72} [15] or La@C_{72} [16]). The C_{74} IPR cage was experimentally confirmed for Ca@C_{74} [3], Ba@C_{74} [5] and La@C_{74} [8].

The C_{74} metallofullerene family has also been of computational interest. First such computations were performed for Ca@C_{74} [2,7-19] and it was shown that the non-IPR encapsulations are not significant for Ca@C_{74} (in contrast to Ca@C_{72} [20,21]). The present paper deals with computational evaluations of the relative stabilities in the series Ca@C_{74}, Sr@C_{74} and Ba@C_{74}. In order to respect high temperatures in fullerene/metallofullerene syntheses, the Gibbs energies have been used in stability evaluations [22,23] rather than the more potential energy terms. Moreover, also saturated metal pressures (extracted from observed data [24]) are newly taken into consideration with the stability evaluations.

Various endohedral cage compounds have been suggested as possible candidate species for molecular memories and other future nanotechnological applications. One approach is built on endohedral species with two possible location sites of the encapsulated atom while another concept of quantum computing aims at an exploitation of spin states of N@C_{60} or fullerene-based molecular transistors. At present, however, a still deeper knowledge of various molecular aspects of the endohedral compounds is needed before their tailoring to nanotechnology applications is possible.

2 COMPUTATIONS

The computations deal with encapsulation into the unique D_{3h} C_{74} IPR cage. The resulting metallofullerenes exhibit [25] C_{2v} symmetry (Fig. 1). The geometry optimizations were carried out using density-functional theory (DFT), namely employing Becke's three parameter functional [26] with the non-local Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional [27] (B3LYP) in the combined basis set of the 3-21G basis for C atoms and a dz basis set [28] with the effective core potential (ECP) for the metal atoms (denoted here by 3-21G~dz). The B3LYP/3-21G~dz geometry optimizations were carried out with the analytically constructed energy gradient as implemented in the Gaussian 03 program package [29]. Let us mention that the combined basis sets require in the Gaussian program specification through a GEN keyword and for the sake of consistency the GEN approach is to be used even with the empty cage.

In the optimized B3LYP/3-21G~dz geometries, the harmonic vibrational analysis was carried out with the analytical force-constant matrix. In the same B3LYP/3-21G~dz optimized geometries, higher-level single-point energy calculations were also performed, using the standard 6-31G* basis set for C atoms, i.e., the B3LYP/6-31G*~dz level. The Gibbs energies were evaluated using the rotational-vibrational partition functions constructed [30] from the calculated structural and vibrational data using the rigid rotator and harmonic oscillator (RRHO) approximation. Although the temperature region where fullerene or metallofullerene electric-arc synthesis takes place is not yet known, the new observations [31] supply some arguments to expect it around or above 1500 K. Thus, the computations here are presented for two illustrative temperatures of 1500 and 2000 K.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There is a general stability problem related to fullerenes and metallofullerenes - either the absolute stability of the species or the relative stabilities of clusters with different stoichiometries. One can consider an overall stoichiometry of a metallofullerene formation:

\[ X(g) + C_n(g) = X@C_n(g). \]  (1)
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where the $\Delta H^e_{X@C_n}$ term is typically negative so that the encapsulation equilibrium constants decrease with increasing temperature.

Let us further suppose that the metal pressure $p_X$ is actually close to the respective saturated pressure $p_{X,sat}$. With this presumption, we shall deal with a special case of clustering under saturation conditions [24]. While the saturated pressures $p_{X,sat}$ for various metals are known from observations [24], the partial pressure of $C_n$ is less clear as it is obviously influenced by a larger set of processes (though, $p_{C_n}$ should exhibit a temperature maximum and then vanish). Therefore, we avoid the latter pressure in our considerations at this stage. As already mentioned, the computed equilibrium constants $K_{X@C_n,p}$ have to show a temperature decrease with respect to the van't Hoff equation (4). However, if we consider the combined $p_{X,sat} K_{X@C_n,p}$ term:

$$p_{X,sat} K_{X@C_n,p} = \lambda_{X,n}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

that directly controls the partial pressures of various $X@C_n$ encapsulates in an endohedral series (based on one common $C_n$ fullerene), we get a different picture. The considered $p_{X,sat} K_{X@C_n,p}$ term can frequently (though not necessarily) be increasing with temperature so that a temperature enhancement of metallo-fullerene formation in the electric-arc technique is still possible. An optimal production temperature could be evaluated in a more complex model that also includes temperature development of the empty-fullerene partial pressure.

If we however want to evaluate production abundances in a series of metallofullerenes like $\text{Ca} @ C_{74}$, $\text{Sr} @ C_{74}$ and $\text{Ba} @ C_{74}$, just the $p_{X,sat} K_{X@C_{74},p}$ terms can straightforwardly be used. The results in Table 2 show several interesting features. While for $\text{Ca} @ C_{74}$ the $p_{X,sat} K_{X@C_{74},p}$ quotient increases with temperature, it is about constant for $\text{Sr} @ C_{74}$ for the considered temperatures, and it decreases with temperature for $\text{Ba} @ C_{74}$. The behavior results from competition between the decreasing encapsulation equilibrium constants and increasing saturated metal pressures. As the encapsulation enthalpy $\Delta H^e_{X@C_n}$ has the most negative value for $\text{Ba} @ C_{74}$ (Table 1), its encapsulation equilibrium constant has to exhibit the fastest temperature decrease that already cannot be overcompensated by the temperature increase of the saturated metal pressure so that the $p_{X,sat} K_{X@C_{74},p}$ quotient decreases with temperature in this case. In order to allow for cancellation of various factors introduced by the computational approximations involved, it is better to deal with the relative quotient $p_{X,sat} K_{X@C_{74},p}$ / $p_{X,sat} K_{X@C_{74},p}$.

Table 2 shows that the production yield of $\text{Sr} @ C_{74}$ should be by two or three orders of magnitude smaller than that for $\text{Ba} @ C_{74}$. For $\text{Ca} @ C_{74}$ the production yield for the considered temperatures is computed to be between three and five orders of magnitude lower than for $\text{Ba} @ C_{74}$. In principle, an endohedral with lower value of the encapsulation equilibrium constant can still be produced in larger yields if a convenient over-compensation by higher saturated metal pressure can take place. In this way, we can employ a parameter, saturated metal pressure, that has never been taken into consideration before, and with this we can distinguish three different types of temperature developments of the production yields.
Table 1. The encapsulation enthalpy $\Delta H_{X@C_{60}}^{\text{end}}$ and Gibbs energy $\Delta G_{X@C_{60}}^{\text{end}}$ for Ca@C$_{74}$, Sr@C$_{74}$, and Ba@C$_{74}$ computed for illustrative temperatures $T = 1500$ and 2000 K
\[ \begin{array}{|c|c|c|} \hline \text{Endohedral} & \Delta H_{X@C_{60}}^{\text{end}} \text{ (kcal/mol)} & \Delta G_{X@C_{60}}^{\text{end}} \text{ (kcal/mol)} \\ \hline T=1500K & & \\ Ca@C$_{74}$ & -22.37 & 13.98 \\ Sr@C$_{74}$ & -35.51 & 1.96 \\ Ba@C$_{74}$ & -58.10 & -21.45 \\ \hline T=2000K & & \\ Ca@C$_{74}$ & -21.84 & 26.01 \\ Sr@C$_{74}$ & -34.97 & 14.96 \\ Ba@C$_{74}$ & -57.59 & -9.31 \\ \hline \end{array} \]

$^a$ The standard state - ideal gas phase at 101325 Pa pressure.
$^b$ The potential-energy change evaluated at the B3LYP/6-31G*→dz level and the entropy part at the B3LYP/6-31G−dz level.

Although the energy terms are likely still not precise enough, their errors could be comparable in the series and thus, they should cancel out in the relative term $\frac{p_{X,\text{sat}}K_{X@C_{60}}}{p_{X,\text{sat}}K_{C_{60}}}$ for the order $\text{Ca@C}_{74} < \text{Sr@C}_{74} < \text{Ba@C}_{74}$ which is supported by the already mentioned fact that only for Ba@C$_{74}$ microcrystals were prepared.

The saturation regime is a useful simplification - it is well defined, however, it is not necessarily always achieved. Under some experimental arrangements, under-saturated or perhaps super-saturated metal vapors are also possible. This reservation is applicable not only to the electric-arc treatment but even more likely to newly introduced ion-bombardment production technique [40,41]. Still, eqs. (2) and (5) remain valid; however, the metal pressure has to be described by the values actually relevant [42]. For some volatile metals their critical temperature could be overcome and the saturation region thus abandoned (though practically speaking, this could rarely come into consideration, some examples could be metals with low melting points like mercury and cesium - moreover, for some metals their critical temperatures are so high that they are not even well known). Still, the saturation regime can give a kind of upper-limit estimates of the production yields.
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